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Aland 

"Clothing, Knickknacks and More"

Exhibiting the youthful soul of Seoul's shopping scene, Aland has

something for everyone. The fun and quirky collection is a mix of high-end

designer wear as well as vintage finds. On sale are stylish clothes, trendy

jewelry and funky accessories for women as well as men. Styles are

always casual, fresh and a bit sporty. This is a great place to find that

perfect summer bag or snag an easy-breeze linen dress. More than just

clothes, Aland has become a true lifestyle brand offering housewares,

books and even bicycles. A must-visit in the fashion forward capital of

South Korea.

 +82 2 318 7654  m.a-land.co.kr/  aland104@alandcompany.c

om

 53-6 Myeong-dong, Jung-gu,

Seoul

Lotte Department Store 

"Something for Everyone"

Lotte Department Store is one of the biggest and most popular places to

shop in South Korea. Every shopping need is catered for, with an excellent

selection of electronics, cosmetics, jewelry, clothing, flowers, furniture and

delicious food available. In addition, the store has a number of convenient

facilities, such as a culture center, a large-scale sports center and an art

gallery. There is also free rooftop parking provided for customers.

 +82 2 771 2500  m.lotteshopping.com/branchFloorG

uide/floorGuide?cstr=0394

 81 Namdaemun-ro, Seoul
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Elbon The Style 

"Designer Accessories in Shinsa"

Head to Elbon The Style to shop for your designer accessories. With its

head office located at Shinsa, Elbon has many stores situated in the malls

and departmental stores of Seoul. You can choose from an array of Italian

brands like Prada, Gucci, Givenchy, etc. Also there are many other high

end designer goods from Japan, Spain, France, etc. All your exclusive

needs of bags, footwear will be fulfilled here.

 Shinsa 530-5, Seoul
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10 Corso Como 

"World-Class Fashion Boutique"

One of five stores in the world, 10 Corso Como Seoul is one of the top

luxury boutiques in the country. The brainchild of designer Carla Sozzini,

the store's unique concept revolves the intriguing world of fashion and

culture. Featuring some of the most recognized luxury brands, this store

has become synonymous with the latest fashion trends. Boasting a fine

collection of formal and casual attire for men and women, along with a

collection of accessories, this truly a one-stop-shop for a complete

wardrobe makeover.
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/seoul/760048-aland
https://cityseeker.com/seoul/205178-lotte-department-store
https://pixabay.com/en/handbag-black-gold-444171/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://cityseeker.com/seoul/832544-elbon-the-style
https://pixabay.com/en/showcase-blazer-clothing-970262/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://cityseeker.com/seoul/1151520-10-corso-como


 +82 2 3018 1010  www.10corsocomo.com/  10corsocomo@samsung.co

m

 416 Apgujeong-ro, Seoul
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Rare Market 

"Fashion To Stand Out"

Rare Market is not for those who like cute fashion. Opened in 2014 by

Jessica Jung and Dami Kwon, it is one of the top spots for fashionistas

who love something different yet is chic. Set in a standalone structure, this

swanky boutique is spread across three floors and also hosts the

distinction for being one of the first places to have a water bar. This

concept boutique where fashion is all about design and aesthetics, you

will find designers that are hard to find elsewhere in the country. Some of

these include the likes of Alexander Wang, We11 Done, Vita Kin and

Jacquemus. Unique pieces that are standouts are the reason for this

place's popularity.

 +82 2 512 3433  www.raremarket.com/  24 Apgujeong-ro 80-gil, 95-5,

Cheongdam-dong, Seoul
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